The practical adoption of the Solvency II regulatory framework in 2016, together with increasing property and casualty (PC) claims in recent years and an overall reduction of treasury yields across more developed financial markets have profoundly affected traditional risk management approaches by insurance institutions. The adoption of firm-wide risk capital methodologies to monitor the companies' overall risk exposure has further consolidated the introduction of risk-adjusted performance measures to guide the management medium and long-term strategies. Relying on a dynamic stochastic programming formulation of a 10 year asset-liability management (ALM) problem of a PC company, we analyse in this article the implications on capital allocation and risk-return trade-offs of an optimization problem developed for a global insurance company based on a pair of risk-adjusted return functions. The analysis is relevant for any institutional investor seeking a high risk-adjusted performance as for regulators in their structuring of stress-tests and effective regulatory frameworks. The introduction of the concept of risk capital, or economic capital, in the definition of medium and long term insurance strategies poses a set of modeling and methodological issues tackled in this article. Of particular interest is the study of optimal ALM policies under different assets' correlation assumptions. From a computational viewpoint it turns out that, depending on the assumed correlation matrix, the stochastic program is linear or of second order conic type. A case study from a real-world company development is presented to highlight the effectiveness of applied stochastic programming in capturing complex risk and return dynamics arising in modern corporate finance and lead to an efficient long-term financial allocation process.
Introduction
In this article we present the key features of an asset-liability management (ALM) problem formulated as a dynamic stochastic program (DSP) [see Bertocchi et al. (2011) as general reference and for a specific ALM model] for a property and casualty (PC) insurance company.
At an enterprise-wide level, we assume the PC company as an agent, whose economic performance depends on three divisions: the technical division, which is liability-oriented, concentrating the core PC business with claims and operational costs; the investment division, which is fundamentally asset-oriented, where the investment strategy is defined; and the risk management division, whose aim is to assess and monitor over time the risk exposure generated by the technical and investment businesses. Throughout this article the investment manager of a PC portfolio is regarded as the relevant decision maker: she/he is assumed to reflect the decisions of a strategic investment committee, whose aim is to determine the company's strategic asset allocation (SAA).
Record PC insurance claims reported by global players in recent years (see CEA 2016) and the final adoption in 2016 of the Solvency II regulatory framework (following European Parliament 2009) have induced a majority of global PC firms to increase their technical reserves and at the same time revise their capital allocation policies under growing market competition. An integrated approach to risk and asset-liability management (ALM) by insurance companies has emerged at the beginning of this decade as a managerial requirement and resulted in several internal modeling efforts, see Mulvey et al. (2007) and Consigli et al. (2011) .
The debate on PC companies' regulatory capital requirements dates back to the early 90s when the Actuarial Advisory Committee to the NAIC PC Risk-Based Capital Working Group issued a study putting down the key principles to be considered in future legislative efforts (see NAIC P/C RBC working group and others 1992): core to the study was the establishment of a direct relationship between a PC firm's capital and its exposure to risk, from which the concept of risk based capital (RC) . From the UK glossary of actuarial terms the RC is defined as the theoretical amount of capital needed to absorb the risks of operating a business with financial obligations to customers and market agents. This is the amount necessary to ensure that the business has an acceptably low probability of becoming financially insolvent: as such it is also referred to as Capital at Risk (CaR), whose statistical equivalent is the Value-at-Risk (see Jorion 1996) . Following that approach and a sequence of partial EU regulatory directives, Solvency II provided in 2016 a comprehensive framework introducing the concepts of Solvency Capital requirements (SCR) which taking an extremely conservative approach was associated with a RC shortage carrying a 0.5% probability of occurrence over a 1 year period. In this article we consider the above (internal) RC estimate as the reference concept for SCR assessment and focus on two main aggregate sources of risk, respectively associated with technical and investment portfolios. Once a SCR-consistent RC estimate is generated, the PC management is faced with a capital allocation problem of the resulting amount across the business units so to reach the company strategic objectives. This is referred to as a RC allocation problem, commonly faced by any financial or insurance intermediary. In principle the capital allocation phase thus implies the definition of a strategy and in this respect we distinguish between the two. We go more in detail in these concepts in Sect. 3.
Since the early 90's we have thus witnessed a significant set of contributions addressing from different perspectives the key topic of an optimal risk capital allocation on insurance firms' profitability. Relevant early contributions from different methodological and modellng perspectives are Denault (2001) , Gaivoronski et al. (2001) , Dhaene et al. (2003) , Mulvey et al. (2007) , Tasche (2007) , Buch and Dorfleitner (2008) , Saita (2010) , Alessandri and Drehmann (2010) and Maume-Deschamps et al. (2015) .
Contributions in this area can be roughly clustered in three groups: those focusing on capital allocation from the perspective of optimal capital structures and with an economic and regulatory perspective, which date back to the early stages and to NAIC P/C RBC working group and others (1992); those addressing the risk capital allocation problem from the perspective of risk measures theory which originated from Artzner et al. (1999) on risk measures axiomatics and, finally, those relying on ALM models and stochastic programming (SP) approaches as in Cariño et al. (1994) , Dempster et al. (2003) , Gaivoronski et al. (2001) , Mulvey and Erkan (2003) and Consigli et al. (2011) . This article relies on recent developments in this latter area and by integrating in a realistic set-up the risk-capital philosophy behind the first group of works, leads to new modeling and computational challenges in the area of quantitative institutional ALM, see Consigli and Dempster (1998) , Mulvey and Erkan (2003) and Bertocchi et al. (2011) .
After the seminal paper by Cariño et al. (1994) focusing, as here and in Consigli et al. (2011) , on a real-world application of SP techniques, a rich set of contributions originated from the extended cooperation with the insurance sector by Mulvey, who concentrates in Mulvey and Erkan (2005) and Mulvey et al. (2007) on the general structure of the decision process for multinational insurers operating in global markets and the implications on the optimal capital allocation decisions. The general relationship between risk measures and capital allocation was considered in Dhaene et al. (2003) , while in de Lange et al. (2004) a stochastic programming approach was adopted to model a PC reinsurance problem. The interplay between capital allocation and the return on risk-adjusted capital has been analysed in a one period setting by Buch et al. (2011) .
We follow up from those contributions and focus on the relationship between risk capital constraints and risk-adjusted performance of a PC portfolio in a multistage framework and derive a relevant set of evidences for risk management and regulatory purposes. The ALM model introduced in Sect. 2 is consistent with modern accounting standards and employs a terminology to a certain extent industry-specific, whose economic rationale we try to clarify throughout.
This research work highlights the effectiveness of a dynamic SP formulation and its suitability to address a complex insurance management problem. We extend previous contributions in this area through (i) the explicit introduction in a dynamic model of control equations on the risk capital evolution (as a function of the portfolio strategy), (ii) the evaluation of the impact of different correlation assumptions on the investment RC and the problem solution, and (iii) the definition of an optimal RC allocation consistent with two risk-adjusted return targets. The article is primarily motivated by a modeling challenge but, through the development, leads to interesting computational evidences: specifically the derivation of a stochastic linear program associated with a statistical assumption of perfectly positively correlated asset returns, typical of a market crisis.
By focusing on 1-year risk estimates and associated capital allocations, furthermore, quantitative ALM approaches were until recently unable to incorporate strategic objectives over long horizons, despite this being both an internal company and a regulatory objectives. The extension of the planning horizon to 10 years is shown in the case study to lead to positive risk-adjusted returns under stable RC resources.
The article is structured as follows: in Sect. 2 we introduce the key elements of a modern approach to risk-and asset-liability management of an insurance PG portfolio and in 2.2 the ALM model mathematical instance. In the following Sect. 3 we focus on the features of the recently introduced risk-based capital framework, whose modeling and mathematical implications are considered in Sects. 3.1 and 3.2 respectively. The impact of alternative correlation assumptions on the optimal strategy are also considered relying on the concept of risk-adjusted returns. In Sect. 4 we first summarize different solution approaches and then provide an extended set of numerical evidences for model validation and scenario analysis focusing on a PC portfolio problem.
Insurance risk and asset-liability management
We extend the PC ALM model in Consigli et al. (2011) to include explicitly a pair of risk-adjusted performance measures and a company's risk capital dynamic equation, formulated in accordance with the main Solvency II requirements. The ALM model develops from the definition of core actuarial variables, related to revenues and costs of the PC technical division, to consider portfolio strategies generating a given investment performance. We focus specifically on two risk-adjusted performance measures [see Modigliani and Modigliani (1997) for an introduction]: the so-called investment value surplus (IVS) and the popular return on risk-adjusted capital (RoRAC). By introducing this pair of risk-adjusted return targets in the ALM model, we link the definition of the optimal strategy to a sufficient return generation and an effective control of the risk exposure.
Modeling approach
Let t T 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 5, 10 be the problem's planning horizon: we consider a 10-year problem in which the portfolio manager seeks a SAA driven by two return targets. She/he manages an investment portfolio which over time will benefit from cash surpluses generated by the core PC activity and must comply with the RC constraints produced by the risk management division. Independently the technical business also faces a risk capital constraint. The 10 year horizon allows the inclusion of the IVS and RoRAC targets at the 3-and 10-year horizons, respectively. The ALM model is formulated according to a multistage stochastic programming approach leading to an optimal decision tree process and an underlying discrete representation of the uncertainty. The non-homogeneous increasing time lengths of the stages from half year to 5 years at the last stage reflects the strategic nature of a strategic long-term ALM problem.
General notation
We adopt a canonical scenario tree representation of the model of uncertainty (see Consigli et al. 2012 ) with nodal labels n N t over t T . N T defines the set of leaf nodes at the terminal horizon or number of scenarios, sample paths from the root to the leaf nodes. We indicate with t n the time stage of node n and denote the set of immediately descending, or children nodes of n by n and its unique parent node by n : for each leaf node n N T the sequence of nodes n , n , ..., n 0 defines a scenario nodal sequence where n 0 is the root node. Then, we denote with ω n a scenario is a sample path from the root to a leaf node n. We will use ω (Ω, F , P) to denote a random tree process defined in a probability space with sample space Ω, σ -algebra F and probability measure P. Furthermore, we denote by a(n) the sequence of all ancestors for any node n. The set of nodes originating from node n up to the end of the planning horizon will instead be denoted by c(n): this is the subtree originating from n. The model objective function includes two stages with associated targets: we denote with t j the timing of target j so that n N t j will be the corresponding nodes in the tree. Under this convention, the conditional expectation over the nodes n N t with respect to information available in t is denoted by E [ F t ], for t T . All scenarios are assumed equally probable.
Under this convention every random process is a discrete non-recombining tree process and we enforce non-anticipativity implicitly (see Dupačová et al. 2000) with every control action by the decision maker taken under uncertainty: the first at the root node under full uncertainty, while the (last) decision at the beginning of the last period still facing a residual uncertainty associated with the last possible data realizations.
Decision variables
We consider a SAA problem with 5 asset classes and 7 investment opportunities plus cash. The investment universe is denoted by A := A 1 ∪ A 2 ∪ A 3 ∪ A 4 ∪ A 5 with asset classes A j : j = 1 corresponds to Treasury benchmarks, j = 2 to corporates, j = 3 to equity, j = 4 to alternative investments and j = 5 to real
Both Λ n and Δ Λ are assumed to be estimated exogenously and input n n i ,m,n Δ i,n where Δ i,n is the duration of asset i in node n. x i,m,n amount of asset i held in node n and bought in node m a(n) x i + ,n amount of asset i bought in node n x i − ,m,n amount of asset i sold in node n and bought in node m a(n) z n cash surplus in node n By aggregating the above we also denote: X x the investment in asset i in node n, thus X n i A X i,n for the overall portfolio value in node n. Aggregate new investments and selling decisions in node n are denoted by X n
is the current asset allocation, before the solution of the SP problem. Slightly abusing notation we indicate with X + , X − the decision vectors in the objective function (4) to reflect the overall buying and selling decisions over the planning horizon.
PC model variables and parameters
The ALM model instance relies on an extended set of model variables, that we present next distinguished by division. The adopted notation follows Consigli et al. (2011) and canonical insurance terminology.
Technical division:
R n amount of PC premiums collected in node n L n insurance claims paid in node n C n operational costs paid in node n t cumulative technical profit in node n Λ n,t liability reserves for claims expiring in t Λ n liability reserves in node n. Are computed relying on a Chain ladder methodology as Λ n t >tn Λ n,t , i.e. as the sum of liability reserves expiring in any t after t n until the claims extinction years, see Consigli et al. (2011) Δ X duration of the asset portfolio in node n. It is given by Δ X = . .
f cumulative portfolio trading profit in node n U n potential (in case of selling) portfolio gain and losses in node n ζ internal funding cost rate. It is given by ζ max 1%, r z,n0 where r z,n0 is the return on the cash account in the root node 
Kˆ¯ f n n n maximum tolerable investment risk in node n. K n total risk capital in node n f faced by the company over the period t n − t 0 . It is given by K n K a K n . At an enterprise-wide level this is also referred to as Economic capital.
Other parameters
The following random factors will determine the optimal investment policy, as clarified in Sect. 2.2. r z,n interest rate on the cash account in node n r i,n (crude) price return of asset i A in node n ξ i,n cash or income return of asset i in node n g i,m,n realised compounded return-positive (negative) for gains (losses)-in node n upon selling 1 unit of asset i bought in m ∈ a(n). It is computed as g i ,m,n = . n =m|m∈ a n (1 + r i,k ) − 1 i ,m,n unrealised gains or losses in node n from holdings of asset i bought in m a(n). It is computed as χ i,m,n = g i ,m,n .
-specific constant return at risk over 1 year from holding asset i at the 99.5% tolerance level ρ ij correlation coefficients between the returns of asset i and j k ij joint tail risk coefficients of returns i and j . It is computed as k ij k i k j ρ ij l i , u i lower and upper portfolio proportions invested in asset i κ fixed internal cost of investment capital, e.g. 8% κ a liability reserves constant multiplier, e.g. 16% ϑ maximum portfolio turnover proportion, e.g. 30% φ complement to 1 of the corporate tax rate, e.g. 68%.
Objective function
The objective function in the proposed SAA problem, relies on the definition of the investment value surplus and the return on risk-adjusted capital. The IVS belongs to the
class of so-called economic value added (EVA) performance measures (see Saita 2010) while the RoRAC is an enterprise-wide, time-independent, corporate risk-adjusted return ratio. Their definition in this model is consistent with corporate requirements and in this setting is motivated by the distinction between actuarial-and investmentbased profits and RC variables. When pursuing an optimal investment plan, the PC manager will target two risk-adjusted return goals associated with the IVS and the RoRAC. The IVS is defined by
This is a portfolio reward measure, determined, net of corporate taxes φ, by subtracting from the portfolio trading profit Π f first an internal cost of funding Φ n and then the cost of the IRC: κ K f . All quantities in this IVS definition are set to 0 at t = 0. Furthermore let
be the company cumulative profit in node n defined by the sum of the investment and technical profits: unlike for the IVS, we consider in the investment profit both the investment trading profit Π f and the unrealised gains and losses U n . The RoRAC process is
in terms of compounded returns per unit risk exposure. The management is assumed to set a 3-year IVS target ṽ 1 and a 10-year RoRAC target ψ : we denote with v 2 ψ K n the associated company target profit. The portfolio manager is assumed to minimize the sum of the expected shortfalls, when positive, with respect to the targets at the t 1 = 3 and t 2 = 10 year horizons:
where λ (0, 1).
Ceteris paribus, the portfolio manager will always opt for the strategy requiring the least capital allocation. The economic motivation behind the adoption of these two risk-adjusted returns in an Institutional ALM problem relates first to the market practice by major financial institutions to announce publicly their short and medium term RoRAC targets and then, specific to this model instance, to the adoption of an internal competitive scheme in which the technical and investment divisions compete to achieve a given target, and the need to decompose the company profit among them arises. In what follows we focus specifically on the investment division. 
ALM model instance
The optimization problem is formulated as a targets' shortfall minimization problem under an extended set of constraints, to be satisfied almost surely (a.s.): subject, for all n ∈ N t , t ∈ T , to the following constraints. We set Π a = Π n0 = 0 and .
The solution of the SP problem (4) under the constraints (5)- (21) will generate an optimal strategy X o , for n N t , t T . The set of inventory balance constraints (5) and (6) determines the portfolio evolution along the tree with a final possible revision at the beginning of the last stage. At the root node we assume an initial input portfolio x i,n0− which is revised through sellings x i − ,n 0 ,n 0 and buyings x i + ,n 0 to determine the optimal here-and-now implementable decision x i,n0 .
Equations (7) and (8) define lower and upper bounds on individual portfolio positions and turnover constraints proportional to the nodal portfolio value: l i and u i are policy bounds aimed at avoiding portfolio concentrations and induce a diversification which is judged appropriate by the portfolio manager, while ϑ in (8) will limit the overall buying and selling decisions in node n to a given proportion of the current portfolio value.
The cash balance z n evolves as indicated in (9) due to selling and buying decisions, premiums inflows R n net of casualty L n and operational costs C n , and the revenues m a(n ) x i,m,n ξ i,n generated in node n from holdings in the ancestor node n , plus compounded interests in the cash account.
Equations (5) to (9) are standard in the ALM literature Bertocchi et al. (2011) with the only noticeable difference that here we keep track of the holding periods t n t m between nodes n and m a(n): such modeling choice is motivated by the need to account for stage specific realised and unrealised investment profits. The constraints that follow from (10) to (21) are instead problem specific.
The set of Eqs. (10), (11) for Π a and Π f allows the derivation of the cumulative n n nodal technical and investment profit as determined by actuarial revenues and costs and by income and capital gains on selling decisions. Equation (12) quantifies the sum of realised and potential investment profits. The objective function and the constraints from (13) to (19) incorporate the main modeling contribution of this article. In a one period setting the definition of an optimal capital allocation with respect to the RoRAC was considered by Buch et al. (2011) and Stoughton and Zechner (2007) . Mulvey et al. (2007) laid down the key elements for deriving a dynamic model of the risk capital in a PC context. Gaivoronski et al. (2001) had previously considered the implications of a regulatory capital constraint on a SP formulation of a PC company problem within the Norwegian market. From a mathematical viewpoint, again within a more general SP formulation Pflug and Roemisch (2007) laid down the foundations of risk measurement and control in a dynamic framework and Pflug and Ruszczynski (2005) focused on dynamic risk measures properties. The novelty here, even if under relatively simple statistical assumptions, is on the inclusion of risk-adjusted returns and risk capital equations in a multistage model, where portfolio rebalancing in node n N t for t < T will jointly determine the returns and the risk capital protection from the current stage to the children nodes n . The investment portfolio risk exposure in Eq. (17) is decomposed in a component related to the asset-liability duration gap in Eq. (15) and one associated with market risk in Eq. (16): both quantities affect the IVS and the RoRAC evolution. The first quantity will depend on the duration gap and the increments of the money market rate: Δr z,n .
In Eq. (18) for n N t , finally we require the investment risk capital increment not to exceed the current portfolio value net of liabilities and the technical risk capital: as explained in Sect. 3.2 this is regarded internally by the management as a safety measure. This constraint is relevant to the risk manager and employs in this setting a structural approach to default risk estimation [see Consigli et al. (2012) , Das and Tufano (1996) and Crouhy et al. (2000) on credit risk models and associated risk control problems]: from Eq. (18), we derive in the case study a specific scenario Kˆ¯ f to be regarded as a default boundary beyond which the PC portfolio would no longer be sufficient to cover potential losses.
The solution of the ALM problem will primarily depend on the input asset and liability scenarios, on the targets and, crucially, on the statistical assumptions underlying the investment risk estimation. We consider in particular three instances of the correlation matrix
-ρ 1 ρ 1 I : for uncorrelated asset returns, in which different markets behave independently one another and portfolio diversification is expected to be highly beneficial to control investment risk.
-ρ 2 ρ 2 is a conservative Solvency II-compliant correlation matrix, typically taken from an internal risk model validated by the regulatory body (see Consigli et al. 2011 ).
-ρ 3 ρ 3 1 for perfect positive asset correlations featuring a market crisis condition, thus leading to a worst-case scenario in terms of market risk. Accordingly, we formulate and solve an SP instance for every correlation matrix. Each SP problem solution will determine an optimal investment strategy or contingency plan X o h = {X o h } for n ∈ N t , t ∈ T from the root node to the end of the decision horizon, a corresponding RC evolution
We focus on the three correlation matrices' implications in Sect. 3.
Risk management of a PC portfolio
Following the Solvency II agreement [see European Parliament (2009) and subsequent directives, which led to the final 2016 practical adoption], every year the management of an Insurance company is informed by the risk manager of the current SCR together with an RC estimate for the forthcoming year: we assume here that in its budget planning the management will then determine a set of profit targets and allocate the RC among business units to achieve those targets. This is the risk budgeting or RC allocation problem which is emerging as a standard in the banking and insurance industry. We assume in this article that the core PC technical division will determine the required RC protection as a given constant proportion of the evolving PC reserves. Furthermore, as far as the investment division is concerned, two main risk sources are considered: one associated with interest rates and one with asset values market dynamics. The former will affect the IRC according to the prevailing A-L duration
gap. The latter will affect the IRC through the risk coefficients k i , i A and the adopted correlation matrix ρ h , h 1, 2, 3. Following from the previous section, a correlation matrix ρ 2 is assumed to be validated by the regulatory body and consistent with Solvency II. In this setting the optimal strategy X o is taken as Solvency ρ compliant and the RC evolution consistent with external solvency requirements. We distinguish two phases: before the solution of the optimization problem, the RC estimate can be interpreted as the capital needed to hedge any future potential loss, an output of the risk management division. After the solution of the problem, in view of the introduced targets, we can refer to K f ρ as the RC absorbed by the investment policy or to be allocated by the management across business units. The introduction of the upper bound Kˆ¯ ρ h in Eq. (19) can then be interpreted as the maximum possible scenario-dependent investment risk exposure which is a-priori sustainable by the current portfolio. A long-term strategy aims at preserving the maximum possible distance from such upper bound and at the same time minimize the risk to go below the Solvency II requirements: the management on the other hand has an interest to minimize the (expensive) cost of capital at an aggregate level.
In a multiperiod model, the interaction between optimal investment policy and risk capital becomes central to the analysis (see Buch and Dorfleitner 2008; Dhaene et al. 2003; Stoughton and Zechner 2007) . We show in the case study in Sect. 3.2 that the optimal portfolio strategy generated by the SP solution, under different correlation assumptions will lead to a perfectly hedged interest risk exposure K f1 and a minimal K f2 . From a computational viewpoint as the assumption on assets' correlation changes, the resulting stochastic program will be either linear (SLP) or second-order conic (SOCP) leading to an interesting comparative analysis.
Risk capital allocation over 1 year
Consider a simple (yet standard in the industry) 1-year problem and assume a RoRAC target ψ and a RC estimation based on the regulatory matrix ρ 2 . We have
, capturing the interest and the market risk exposure. In general fixed-income positions will be motivated by risk constraints and the need of portfolio immunization against interest rates random fluctuations. Let n N 1 and assume a current, time 0, investment portfolio X n0 . The following steps are commonly adopted in practice:
1. The actuarial division will determine, for current expected liability cash flows and term structure of interest rates, the PC liability value at the root node Λ n0 ; 2. Given Λ n0 and the current investment portfolio X n0 the risk management division will determine the technical and investment risk exposures K a and K f : those n n estimates depend on expected casualties, the current asset-liability duration gap and the capital-at-risk, as estimated here through regulatory-compliant risk coefficients and correlation matrix. 3. Given those estimates the top management will set the RoRAC target: the actuarial and the investment divisions face very different risk-return profiles and the technical and market risk exposures may also be assumed independent one another.
4. The two divisions will try to attain that target by generating a profit of at least ψ per unit risk capital. 5. The profit actually generated by the two divisions and business units therein, will then be taken into account to assess the targets and the risk capital distribution over the following year and so forth.
A 1-year risk evaluation and capital allocation is consistent with a myopic policy but cannot accommodate a strategic view, nor it can rely on a 3-year planning, as required by industry standards. Furthermore companies solvency conditions can hardly be evaluated over such short horizons. A strong incentive has thus emerged to adapt modeling efforts and quantitative ALM strategies to longer horizons (see Alessandri and Drehmann 2010; Buch and Dorfleitner 2008) . When extending to longer horizons, notice however that year 1 is splited in two semesters, in this way allowing a more accurate short-term planning.
Investment risk capital in a dynamic setting
In a dynamic model, every portfolio rebalancing decision will induce a new risk exposure over the following period. The ALM model specification focuses on an overall assessment of the profit generated by an investment policy and the associated risk capital.
To minimize the cost of investment capital the portfolio manager at every stage will minimize K f1 and K f2 at the end of the current stage. When extending the analysis n n to longer horizons beyond 1 year, market factors' statistical assumptions are typically required to be updated. Here below, taking however a conservative approach, we stick to an assumption of constant correlations and risk coefficients. Our interest is indeed on the definition of an optimal capital allocation over a 10-year horizon under a strategic view and the development of a comparative analysis: any future regulatory-compliant correlation matrix will surely fall in the ρ 1 -ρ 3 range, while the k i are assumed to reflect long term marginal tail risks. In practice, under a standard approach Solvency II correlation matrices are revised only occasionally. Through Eqs. (19) and (18) in the ALM model, furthermore, we impose a condition strongly affecting the investment policy in the long run.
In Eq. (18) the maximum investment risk allowed on any node is defined by the difference between the portfolio value net of reserves and the increment of the technical risk exposure. Under any scenario the value of the portfolio must thus be sufficient to compensate the PC portfolio risk exposure over the entering stage. As the liability reserves and the portfolio structure change so will such upper bound. In particular increasing casualties may lead to negative actuarial profits and affect the economic capital: under such scenario the investment strategy is expected to compensate those losses but within the given risk limit. A scenario dependent maximum risk exposure allows the quantification of the distance between that upper bound and the risk exposure generated by the investment strategy. In the case study in Sect. 4.4 we show that by requiring a tight control on the investment risk capital the optimal strategy will effectively hedge interest and market risk sources and in this way strongly limit the capital protection needed by the portfolio policy.
In the next section we estimate for given scenario set and optimal policy, the sen-
sitivity of the market risk exposure to different correlation matrices: the analysis will quantify the costs induced by increasingly conservative correlation assumptions on the risk capital and, consequently on the risk-adjusted performance.
Sensitivity of market risk to assets' correlations
Consider the process K f2 (ω) along a scenario ω induced by a policy X o (ω) and a correlation assumption ρ h , h 1, 2, 3: this process is evaluated in each node, but the root, relying on the portfolio allocation in the ancestor node, on the risk coefficients k i and on correlation assumption ρ h . We wish to estimate the sensitivity of the RC evolution to different correlation assumptions after the problem solution. We derive to this aim a set of relevant inequalities. Then for each ω:
Consider any policy X o (ω) X (ω). To derive the inequalities (22), notice that for ρ ρ 3 1 over a specific stage of time length t n t n the matrix k ij is symmetric with diagonal elements k 2 and off-diagonals k i k j . Thus:
The expression for K f2 becomes linear and the optimal problem is in this case solved n-ρ 3 as a stochastic linear program. Similarly, for ρ = ρ 1 = I :
Now, by the triangular inequality, given the nonnegative risk coefficients k i we also have:
Thus, the inequalities (22) must hold along any scenario ω. The differences (K f2 − K f2 ) and (K f2 −K f2 ) define scenario-wise the incremental capital resources requested by the strategy X o (ω) because of a correlation change from ρ 1 to ρ 2 and to ρ 3 , respectively.
Risk manager and regulatory views
Taking all scenarios into account and the associated optimal strategies, for t ∈ T , n ∈ N t we can derive X o h and K f ρ and generate two processes for h = 1, 2:
In Eq. (25), γ f and γ f represent two processes which depend now on the optimal policies X o h for h = 1, 2, 3. Less relevant is in practice the case ρ 1 versus ρ 3 . The first difference quantifies the cost in terms of increased risk capital requirements of a correlation shift from ρ 1 to ρ 2 . The second process quantifies instead the cost induced by a market crisis. Both quantities are of interest to regulators: the first process will define, ceteris paribus, the economic cost associated with the introduction of the regulatory framework, relative to a condition of uncorrelated market risks. The second process will provide information on the additional penalization induced by an extremely stressed market condition. A positive γ f tree process will indicate a sure capital increase due to the correlation shift, while if along a specific scenario the process goes negative that would imply a RC saving induced by the associated investment policy.
Relying on the ALM problem solution, we can also define the following RC buffer tree process, which, following constraint (19), reflects instead the distance between the allocated risk capital and a maximum sustainable Capital at Risk:
is linear and solved with CPLEX dual simplex method,
where K¯ f 2 (ω ) is a user-defined upper bound associated with a specific scenario ω under correlation ρ 2 . The risk manager is assumed to select that upper bound to determine a maximum tolerable loss by the portfolio manager.
A negative δ f (ω) along scenario ω would generate a theoretical default of the company. This process is of primary importance to the PC company risk manager and the portfolio manager since it provides, for given optimal strategy and market conditions, a measure of the risk capital that might be allocated before reaching a default condition.
Computational study
The stochastic program (4) under the constraints (5)- (21) can be solved under alternative specifications:
we have a convex stochastic program that can be solved as a quadratic program (CPLEX QCP) or adopting a conic solver (e.g. CONOPT) or by switching to CONOPT, taking the quadratic solution as hot start (all solvers are accessible through GAMS 24.6.1).
In the case of a nonlinear stochastic program we benchmark the CPLEX quadratic solver with a combination of CPLEX and the conic solver CONOPT. After extensive testing, due to CONOPT's lack of convergence on very large-scale problems, we have tested it's convergence taking as input the quadratic solution: we present in the following section comparative numerical results and in appendix an extended set of economic evidences, which support however the adoption of CPLEX' quadratically constrained solver without a subsequent switching to the conic solver thereafter. From a computational viewpoint, any of the above stochastic programs is first implemented in algebraic form using the modeling language GAMS, then the coefficient tree process for the ALM instance is generated internally with Matlab from an imported risk factors' scenario tree based on a corporate economic scenario generator. We use Matlab to derive first the complete set of ALM coefficients and then through a GAMS interface to generate a deterministic equivalent problem Consigli and Dempster (1998) . All runs are based on a VMWare Virtual machine with Intel Xeon processor E5620 and 2.40Ghz, 1 physical and 6 virtual processors running on Windows 8Pro x64 operating system with 120Gb of hard disk and 8GB of RAM. All problems are solved under the same coefficient and return tree processes.
The solution of the SP problem in Sect. 2 generates a remarkable information output, associated with the tree processes for actuarial and investment variables, their associated ratios, the portfolio revision process and so forth. Here below, however, relying on a specific case-study, we focus on a set of evidences associated with the risk-adjusted returns and risk capital evolutions. The results are generated by a real-
world case problem with normalized data for confidentiality reasons. We describe in dedicated subsections:
Section 4.2 The case problem dimension and associated generation and solution times in the linear, quadratic and second order conic cases. Section 4.3 The key statistical properties of the asset classes from which the asset returns tree processes are derived and the regulatory-compliant correlation matrix ρ 2 adopted in the case-study. Section 4.4 A comparative study of the main evidences collected in terms of strategic asset and risk capital allocations under different correlation assumptions. Specifically:
Section 4.4.1 The initial optimal portfolio allocation and key evidences on the strategic asset allocation over the planning horizon, Section 4.4.2 A comparative analysis of the return and risk capital dynamics associated with the three correlation matrices first along a representative scenario, and then Section 4.4.3 Taking the IRC, the IVS and the RoRAC cumulative distributions at the 5 year horizon into account, Section 4.4.4 Selected results on the IRC evolution under different correlation assumptions, from which we can infer informations on the processes (25) and (26).
Case study
We consider a 10-year ALM problem with a symmetric 768 scenario tree and branching degree: 6, 4 2 , 2 3 . The IVS target is set at 1 500 e at the end of the third year and the RoRAC target at 20% at the end of the decision horizon. An initial portfolio worth 100 000 e is given and the management has set λ 50% in the objective function. Turnover constraint ϑ is at 30% and will limit buyings and sellings since the root node. Furthermore k a 16% to determine the TRC in Eq. (20) and κ 8% for the cost of capital in the Eq. (13). The corporate tax is at 32%, leading to φ 68% in Eq. (13). The problem is assumed to be solved on January 2, 2017. Table 1 clarifies for given problem formulation, the numerical performance of the adopted solution approaches. After extensive testing and due to extremely slow convergence of CONOPT on large scale problems, we selected CPLEX QCP as preliminary solver then switching to CONOPT. We show in appendix that the solution of the conic problem is well approximated by the quadratic solution, which however can be reached much faster as reported in Table 1 . Accordingly we concentrate on the outputs of the quadratic solver in what follows.
SP dimension and solution times
Following the problem specification in (4) under the constraints (5) to (21), we assume a portfolio manager seeking a minimal expected shortfall with respect to the and ψ n,ρ h .
Assets risk-return statistics
We present in Table 2 a set of descriptive statistics which characterize the assets' returns adopted in the case study. We indicate in the second column the market indices associated with each investment opportunity: Barcaps are the Barclays Treasury indices, Tips the Treasury inflation-linked 5year maturity indices for A 1 , then Barclays Inv.Grade and High-yield indices for A 2 , Morgan Stanley equity (MSCI) for for A 3 , the US Alternative Index for A 4 and the real estate index GPR Europe for A 5 . The above statistics must be taken with care, since they correspond to frequency distributions, which neglect any parametric assumption or associated stochastic model. The scenarios adopted in the case study are generated for those asset returns through Table 3 do correspond to the data structure actually employed in practice. The expected returns per unit risks in Table 2 help understanding the relevance of fixed income allocations in the optimal portfolios generated by the SP solution, as clarified below. Without loss of generality we may assume that the vector return generating process is stationary over the 10 year horizon. The tail coefficients k i have been estimated by historical simulation from January 2002 until December 2016: they correspond to the historical returns-at-risk at the 0.5% percentile, k i F i −1 (0.005) where F is asset-i returns' marginal probability distribution. A value of 6.2% for the Treasury bonds implies on that asset class a 1 over 200 potential loss greater than that over 1-year. To derive the k h values in Eq.
(16) we consider the matrices ρ h : all three matrices have only nonnegative correlation coefficients. In general asset returns may very well be negatively correlated but such condition is ruled out by the regulatory framework to enforce a more conservative risk management approach. We consider in Table 3 the adopted regulatory matrix ρ 2 in the case study.
We show in Sect. 4.4 the collected evidences in terms of IVS and RoRAC performances as the assumption on asset correlations vary.
Risk-adjusted performance: a comparative study
We consider next the evidences on the optimal SAA and associated risk-adjusted return dynamics over the decision horizon for ρ ρ 1 , ρ 2 , ρ 3 . We summarize upfront the key evidences collected in the case-study from a qualitative standpoint: -Under the different correlation assumptions the optimal policies achieve the requested risk-adjusted targets in most of the scenarios, despite underlying rather different capital requirements. -The allocated investment risk capital remains relatively low until the 5 year horizon under any specification of ρ h . -The adoption of an SP approach based on the minimisation of the shortfall with respect to the targets is in general very effective in generating relevant capital savings and consistent profits over the 10 year horizon for h = 1 and h = 2. -In presence of highly correlated returns (ρ 3 ) and under the adopted assumptions and scenarios, it may occur that the regulatory capital might not be sufficient to hedge extremely negative market scenarios.
-Over a long horizon the optimal SAA will in the short term rely on portfolio trading profits and interest rate risk immunisation and over the long run increasingly on unrealised portfolio returns and optimal market risk control.
The evidences presented in the following sections are representative of a case-study developed for a PC company and consistent with internal operational requirements.
Strategic asset allocation
The implementable here-and-now decision provides, under different correlation assumptions, an optimal strategic asset allocation with respect to the introduced IVS and RoRAC targets. See Table 4 for the optimal SAA under ρ h , h 1, 2, 3, while x i,n0 defines the asset allocation before the solution of the SP problem.
Solution X o n0,ρ 2 specifies the regulatory-compliant optimal root node allocation: relative to the input portfolio there is at the root node a relevant investment on Barcaps funded by selling of Tips and High yield bonds. This decision, we see below, is consistent with a reduction of the asset-liability duration gap and the achievement of the risk-adjusted targets. We interpret the optimal strategic asset allocation at the root node as the reference input to determine a capital allocation consistent with the introduced strategic targets.
Relative to X o n0,ρ 2 , under ρ 1 or ρ 3 , respectively, we see in the former case a significant increase of investments in Alternatives evenly funded by sellings across the other classes and in the latter case an increased investment in Alternatives and Investment Grade bonds funded by Tips and HY bonds. We show below that the risk-adjusted targets are also reached in these two cases in most of the scenarios and the allocated RC remains very low. The main evidence here is that as the co-dependence between asset returns changes, so will the strategic decision but with relatively minor effects on the risk capital at least in the short term. Table 5 Representative risk-adjusted return scenarios and investment risk capital for given initial investment of 100k e n,ρ n,ρ 1
A representative scenario optimal policy
Consider now a representative scenario, denoted by ω: this is selected after the solution as the scenario from the root to a leaf node leading at the horizon to an average investment profit. Table 5 displays the evolution of the investment risk capital components and risk-adjusted returns along such mean scenario. According to the evidences in Table 5 every problem is solved with the requested targets achieved under scenario ω . o Consider now in Fig. 1 on the upper plot the evolution of the optimal policy X ρ 2 (ω ) along scenario ω and just below the associated IRC evolution. Unlike in Table 5 in the figure we display the cumulative RC estimate. The dotted lines on the lower plot refer to the capital at risk that would have been associated with the two cases of ρ 1 and ρ 3 under the same portfolio strategy. The thick red line is the K¯ f (ω ) maximum allowed risk exposure. Along this scenario we see that since the second stage the investment in high-yield bonds reduces rapidly in favour of Barcaps and Investment grade bonds. We can summarise the key evidences of this comparative analysis along a single average scenario.
-The optimal portfolio allocation provides an effective hedge of the interest rate risk, for which since the first year a negligible capital protection is needed; = { } Fig. 1 Top: optimal H&N policy X o n0,ρ 2 (second column, the first refers to the input portfolio xi ,n 0 −) and mean scenario strategy under correlation assumption ρ 2 . In the lower figure associated risk capital evolution:
-Under stressed market conditions, the estimated RC increases significantly but the portfolio strategy tends to compensate such increase with increased profits and the risk-adjusted targets are reached; -Under any correlation assumption the RC remains very low, witnessing an effective risk diversification over time;
Risk-adjusted performance and correlations
The analysis can be extended to evaluate the investment risk capital required at a given risk horizon across all scenarios. The following graphical analysis allows a direct comparison between the IRC distribution at a 5 year horizon and the two risk-adjusted returns distributions for ρ ρ 1 , ρ 2 , ρ 3 . This is the information to be considered to assess the capital protection at the beginning of the last stage. We concentrate on this medium term to limit the approximation error induced by the 5-year last stage length. Figure 2 displays the cumulative distribution functions (cdf) for K f at the beginning of the last stage generated by the optimal solutions under the assumed three correlation matrices.
The cdf's in Fig. 2 are associated with three different optimal solutions and they correspond to the following risk-adjusted return distributions. We show in Fig. 3 the cdf's for the RoRAC again at the 5 year horizon: F (ψ ρ 1 ) dominates to the first order F (ψ ρ 2 ) and this again to the first order F (ψ ρ 3 ). This outcome is attained without imposing any SD constraints in the problem. It is just reported as a statistical evidence worth remarking.
Consider now in Fig. 4 the evidence on the 5-year IVS cumulative distributions. From above the following relevant remarks can be derived:
-Under any correlation assumption the risk-adjusted targets are achieved when evaluated at the 5 year horizon: the same evidence applies at the 3-and 10-year horizons for the IVS and the RoRAC respectively; -The IVS CDFs are very close to each other under the three assumptions while the RoRAC CDFs shift to the right when relaxing the correlation assumption: this is due to the accounting within the RoRAC of unrealized portfolio gains in addition to trading profits (common to IVS and RoRAC); -The RC estimates differ significantly: under ρ 1 the capital protection requested by the optimal strategy is minimal and increases significantly as we move to ρ 2 and ρ 3 : in all cases however from the above two remarks the generated returns compensate the increased capital-at-risk. We complete the analysis on risk-adjusted performances and allocated risk capital by providing in Appendix a set of tables underlying the above cdf's.
Evidence on risk allocation
We consider in this final session the evidences collected on the two processes δ f in (26) and γ f in (25). For given ρ h consider the associated X o h and K f ρ and their evolution over the planning horizon across all scenarios. We label with ω wcs and ω bcs those scenarios that according to the IRC evolution lead respectively to the highest and lowest RC estimates at the end of the 10 years.
The analysis is relevant to the PC management as well as to regulators. PC managers in particular are interested to minimise risk capital allocation and have a sufficient hedge under any financial scenario. Regulators when validating a risk capital approach must be able to assess the costs induced by their regulations: excessive capital requirements may easily lead to market instability and to negative business cycles. We show in Fig. 5 how effective in terms of minimal capital requirements is the optimal strategy when assuming ρ 1 .
Given a maximum risk exposure K¯ f (ω ) we see in Fig. 5 that a scenario may occur under which a the end of the 10-year horizon under a conservative correlation assumption ρ 3 the portfolio may not be worth enough. Up to the 5-year horizon under any correlation assumption an optimal investment strategy would not be expensive in terms of capital protection. From Fig. 5 it is interesting that under ρ 2 even along a worst-case-scenario the portfolio would be sufficient to hedge any loss with the given confidence interval. Notice that in the short term, 1 to 3 years, the optimal policy would lead to substantial capital savings under any ρ h . Consider now the processes γ f h+1,h , for h = 1, 2 in Fig. 6 . They quantify across all scenarios the differences between internal RC allocations when solving the ALM problem assuming upfront a given ρ h and then comparing pairwise the RC requirements of the associated optimal portfolios X o h , h = 1, 2, 3: Consider first the thick blue line for γ f : we see that the maximum RC increase over the 10 years may reach 60% of the initial portfolio value and around 15% over the first 5 years. It is possible that no additional RC may be requested, however, checking the bottom line. When analysing the range of variation of γ f instead we can see first that the maximum RC incremental cost might be as high as 80% of the initial portfolio = at the end of the planning horizon, while it might be possible that a very conservative investment strategy when assuming ρ 3 might lead to a net RC decrement relative to a regulatory-compliant strategy.
We can summarize the key evidences from Figs. 5 and 6:
-The investment portfolio can in most cases hedge any large loss up to the end of the planning horizon when ρ ρ 1 , ρ 2 while in presence of perfectly correlated asset returns a loss larger than the upper bound may occur under a particularly negative scenario. -Over the short and medium term under any scenario and correlation assumption the optimal portfolio strategy requires a limited amount of capital, leading to significant capital savings. The PC company is solvent and the capital cost induced by the regulations is limited. -Under a very negative market scenario the company may be unable to allocate sufficient capital and should declare default. Such remote event however is estimated at a 10 year horizon and there is sufficient time to protect the company solvability. -In an optimal RC allocation problem based on a regulatory-compliant correlation matrix, the incremental cost generated by ρ 2 is limited and consistent with an efficient SAA by the PC manager.
The above evidences support the adoption of an SP formulation based on riskadjusted performance measures and it is of interest to regulators whose stress-testing applications aim at evaluating the companies' distance to default under highly stressed market conditions.
Conclusions
The original motivation of this article can be found in the widespread adoption of riskbased capital frameworks by financial intermediaries and Institutional investors in most advanced economies (e.g. Basel III agreements in banking sector, Solvency II in the insurance sector and now increasingly in Pension funds and so forth) and the resulting stream of contributions, with wide methodological and modeling implications. Here we have considered a detailed Institutional ALM problem for a global PC insurer and analyzed under relatively standard statistical assumptions the implications of a RC constraint on the optimal ALM strategies.
The transition to the new regulatory system implied on one hand the adoption of a unified modeling approach and on the other led to the introduction of risk-adjusted performance measures in the decision model. The main focus of the article is the ALM model formulation and a thorough analysis of the relationship between return generation and risk exposure under different assumptions on market correlations. The notion of risk capital and the dynamic interaction between optimal strategic asset and capital allocations have been central in the analysis. A computational study on the sensitivity of the optimal solution to three reference correlation hypotheses was presented in the second part of the article.
The following can be regarded as main research goals and contributions to the current state-of-the-art.
-From a modeling viewpoint: the formulation of a comprehensive multistage Institutional asset-liability management model integrating, beyond the 1-year horizon, the key functions of strategic asset allocation and optimal capital allocation by a global PC portfolio manager. The quantitative evaluation of the investment risk capital components under a standard modeling approach. -From an insurance economics perspective: the evidence that the inclusion of IVS and RoRAC targets in a multistage recourse model leads to an optimal trade-off between profit generation and risk capital allocation. The inclusion of unrealized gains and losses in the definition of the RoRAC has a positive impact on the long-term profitability of the portfolio. The evaluation relevant to insurance managers and regulators of the costs associated with changing assumptions on assets' correlations. -From a regulatory perspective, the analysis has clarified the trade-off between increasing capital requirements and PC company solvency. -The adoption of the optimal root node decision as reference diversification input for capital allocation consistently with the assigned return targets. Such optimal capital distribution criterion may be compared with other practically relevant approaches as in Buch et al. (2011) . -From a computational viewpoint: the computational study was based on the generation of a set of large scale stochastic programs allowing an interesting comparative study between a linear and a quadratic programming formulation. The latter was reported to lead to very similar results to the nonlinear conic solver, but with a significant gain in terms of CPU times.
The development of the case study in Sect. 4.4 focuses on a real-world application with normalized data of a large PC portfolio strategic ALM problem. The relationship between risk-adjusted performance and risk capital evolution was studied under the regulatory constraint of non negative correlations among risk factors, thus bounding from below the potential effects on capital allocation of market based hedging policies. The likelihood to record negative IVS values is sensitive to market correlations: unlike the RoRAC which is enterprise-wide, the IVS is directly associated with the investment portfolio profitability and reflects the cost of liquidity charged on the investment division by the top management through the cost of funding. It is thus the only variable that depends directly on the adopted management policy and associated capital allocation.
= =
In the following linear case the optimal policy is determined by the same return scenarios as in the previous two cases but with a higher cost of capital induced by the unit correlation matrix. Accordingly the investment economic capital is rather expensive but the optimal strategy is able to compensate by generating higher profits and keeping the returns per unit risk consistently high.
We report descriptive statistics from the optimal solution of the SQP-CONOPT solver to the problem (X o , K f ,ρ ) based on an assumption of uncorrelated risk
factors. The table can be compared with Table 5 in the text, where the quadratic solver only was used. A.2: Here next in Tables 9 and 10 the same statistics from the optimal solutions of the SQP-CONOPT solver to the problem associated with ρ 2 generated with risk factors evolving according to regulatory based correlation matrix, to be compared with the data in Table 7 . 
